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Appendix 3. Annual loads, annual-mean streamflow, mean annual load, and annual-mean streamflow for the 9 River Input Monitoring Program sites.
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Graph showing annual loads and streamflow from 1985 to 2005.
ANNUAL LOADS/STREAMFLOW:01594440, PATUXENT RIVER NEAR BOWIE, MD: DISSOLVED INORGANIC PHOSPHORUS
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ANNUAL LOADS/STREAMFLOW:01673000,PAMUNKEY RIVER NEAR HANOVER, VA:TOTAL NITRITE PLUS NITRATE
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ANNUAL LOADS/STREAMFLOW:01674500,MATTAPONI RIVER NEAR BEULAHVILLE, VA: TOTAL NITRITE PLUS NITRATE
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ANNUAL LOADS/STREAMFLOW: 02041650, APPOMATTOX RIVER AT MATOACA, VA: TOTAL NITROGEN
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